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KIT ON TEST

PLUS New BMW S1000RR  New Guzzi V7 

New MV 800s  How to store your bike over winter

GREAT-VALUE 
EVERYDAY BIKES 

 

PLUS The best £5k used bikes

   Keep getting 

your biking fix 

in winter

 

BEST NEW BIKES 
FOR LESS THAN

ULTIMATE £1000 ALL-YEAR 

RIDING SUITS COMPARED

11 high-spec textile suits tested – one clear winner 

£5000

UPDATED 
HONDA 

VFR800X  
Light, practical, fun 

V-Strom 1000, Fazer 600, Sprint ST, R1150GS and more… rated by owners
+ Easy ways to protect your bike this winter

22 bulletproof bargains

Fancy a challenge? 
Dodging 

landmines 
in Vietnam

YOUR ONE-STOP GUIDE TO 2015’S AMAZING NEW BIKES

STAY WARM AND DRY
ALL THROUGH WINTER Top-to-toe guide + 18 pairs of bike socks tested

TESTED Insane KTM 1290 Super Duke R vs the real world
Cool new Chinese 125  Harley Road Glide  New TCX boots

February 2015 £4.10

FIRST RIDEGiant killing new
Triumph Tiger 800

BMW F800 
buying guide

£2250

FIRST RIDE

How we test kit

Jargon buster

Where to buy it

No other British motorcycle 
magazine goes to as much 
trouble as RiDE does to obtain, 
use, compare and appraise kit. 

As well as conducting several 
RiDE Product Tests every year, 
we are constantly using new
and familiar kit, featured here.

 CE approval: European product 
safety labelling system. For a 
more detailed explanation of the 
CE marking system for bike gear, 
visit the blog at www.ride.co.uk. 
ACU Gold: Sticker required on any 
helmet used on track.
  ECE22-05: Helmets sold in the 
UK are tested to this standard. 
  Sharp: Government lid-testing 
scheme – see sharp.direct.gov.uk
 Snell test: US helmet safety 
standard. Universally respected, 
but has no standing in British law.

A growing selection of gear 
endorsed by RiDE is available from 
a special RiDE zone on the MCN 
Shop website. Find it by clicking 
the link at www.ride.co.uk.

Missed a RiDE 
Product Test?

In the February issue we tested 
socks; January was ultimate 

year-round suits; and the June 2014 
test examined base layers.

You can order recent print editions 
from 01858 438 884, and buy tablet 

editions from Google Play or the 
Apple Newsstand.

ARMR MOTO WP430

 £40 www.tri-motive.co.uk

BMW COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEM

 £315 (inc battery)  £420 helmet
www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk

RUKKA R-STAR

 £190 www.tranam.co.uk

IT WILL BE no surprise to find that the 
top-of-the-range Rukka R-Star gloves are 
very good. There’s little to be gained from 
reading that they are the warmest, driest 
and most comfortable thick winter gloves 
I’ve worn. They also have a nifty feature 
where you can put your hand on one side of 
an inner flap for warmth, or the other side 
for better feel – perfect for riding in 
changing temperatures. And, obviously, the 
leather is sumptuous and water repellent, 

THIS BMW SYSTEM 6 Evo helmet is fitted 
with BMW’s communication system, easily 
operated with the unobtrusive controller. 
It’s easier to pair directly to your phone by 
Bluetooth, but it’s worth setting it up 
properly by pairing it to an R1200RT – 
tested on p108. Then you can plug the 
phone into the bike (in the watertight 
right-hand cubbyhole, where it charges). 
Then the bike relays phone calls, music and 
GPS directions straight to the helmet. It can 
also link similarly equipped helmets for 
rider and pillion at the same time.

It’s very clever and all works really well – 
once you set it up. I found it slightly 
fiddly and had to read the manual a 
couple of times before getting it 
right (BMW dealers can set it up 
for you when you buy the kit or 
the bike). Sound quality from 
the speakers is good and 

though I have to say a little thick to get 
under some cuffs. So naturally this quality 
comes at a high price – you’d expect that. 
But who can justify £190 for gloves?

By contrast the ARMR Moto WP430 
winter gloves are £30. Bulky and a little too 
long for my fingers, they are comfortable 
thanks to a soft Thinsulate lining, and a 
thick but flexible nylon outer. They lack the 
SuperFabric material that the Rukkas have 
on the outside of the hand for protection, 
but do have knuckle armour and a leather 
palm. The wrist is actually better than the 
Rukka as you can easily get the ARMR 
Moto over or under most jackets, too.

So, £30 versus £190. The Rukka R-Star is 
the best winter glove out there, but for just 
£30 the ARMR Moto is my winner. MH

they’re pretty loud, but best below 85mph. 
The mic is good for phone calls, relaying 
speech clearly without wind noise. 

The helmet itself is excellent: comfortable, 
fairly light, reasonably quiet. The flip 
mechanism is easy to use, though I can’t 
ride with it flipped up as the chin curtain 
intrudes into my field of view. The drop-
down visor is just about dark enough for 

really sunny days and it’s not too 
steamy. This is a very expensive 

set-up, but it’s a good helmet and 
the Communication System 
really does get the best out of 
the RT’s audio system. SW

Controller is integrated
neatly into the helmet


